
Conference Call 1 on 1 to Move a Consultant up 
By    NSD Pamela Waldrop  Shaw 

 
1. What  (on a scale from 1-10) is your desire to become a director in the next 6 

mos.?  
2. Why do you want to become a director? 
3. Do you know the qualification requirements?  Explain them to me. 
4. What does your husband/sign. Other think about your MK business? 
5. What is your biggest obstacle to success as you see it right now?  What are 

your plans to push past that? 
6. Of the Basic Skills in MK, Booking, Coaching, show procedure, pre pre-

profiling, booking from a class, closing a class, guests to meeting, interview, 
inventory --what do you consider your skill levels to be?  What is your trump 
card?  What will you actively work to master? 

7. What kind of activity do you expect will be needed to accomplish this goal?  
(Ask permission to amend or alter if necessary) 

8. What is on your date book?  Do you have people to call?  Do you know what 
to say? 

9. What are you willing to do? How much time to invest? Regular meeting+ 
others.  Weekly plan sheet as possible exercise. 

10. What are you willing to delegate?  What is being delegated?   
11. Observations:  Weekly Accomplishment sheet, ordering patterns, team size 

and strength, star goal, Star pattern, career conf., seminar? 
12. Voice com?  E-mail?  Communications systems in place-- 
13.  Focus Folder, Weekly Plan/6 most Playing ball/ Listening to Tapes, 

Affirmations and affirmation tape, goal poster, accountability—Communicate 
expectations. 

14. Paint a picture of Success.  How will it feel when?  How will your family 
respond when…?   Affirm her stronger qualities.   

15. Next step—Immediate action goal and immediate accountability to CHANGE 
THE COMMUNICATION pattern of the past to indicate that a new relationship 
is ensuing! 

 
• Ask as many questions as you can so she can come to her own conclusions.  
• Affirm her for her good qualities and give her a game plan to begin to learn and master 

skills that  she does not now possess.  One at a time. 
• Equip her with tools—information, lists, tapes, F. Folder, whatever she needs or where 

she needs to get what she needs to go the next mile. 
• Ask for her Commitment, and explain what that is going to look like. 

 
Following these one-on-ones, it would be a GREAT idea to have a special Move UP or Pacesetters 
Class [es] for this group READY to go the next mile.  A lesson on ‘Failure’ and seeing it wisely/ 
Skill based topics [Travel Roll up close/ Individual close/ Interview Anatomy- Recruiting 
Notebook- DISC/ Booking and Coaching/ Hostess Options/ Inviting Guests / Closing Guest at a 
Function/ You have a recruit, now what…, for example] 


